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Abstract—This paper presents airborne differential synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) interferometry results using a stack of 14
images, which were acquired by the Experimental SAR system
of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) during a time span of
2.5 h. An advanced differential technique is used to retrieve the
error in the digital elevation model and the temporal evolution of
the deformation for every coherent pixel in the image. The two
main limitations in airborne SAR processing are analyzed, namely,
the existence of residual motion errors (RMEs) (inaccuracies in
the navigation system on the order of 1–5 cm) and the accom-
modation of the topography and the aperture dependence on
motion errors during the processing. The coupling between them
is also addressed, showing that the estimation of the differential
RME, i.e., baseline error, can be biased when using techniques
based on the coregistration between interferometric looks. The
SAR focusing chain to process the data is also presented together
with the modifications in the differential interferometry processor
to deal with the remaining baseline error. The detected motion
of a corner reflector and the measured deformation in several
agricultural fields allows one to validate the proposed techniques.
Index Terms—Differential interferometry, interferometry, mo-
tion compensation (MoCo), SAR processing, synthetic aperture
radar (SAR).
I. INTRODUCTION
D IFFERENTIAL synthetic aperture radar interferometry(DInSAR) has become a powerful tool to measure de-
formation phenomena at a large scale [1]–[10]. Very high
accuracy, on the order of a fraction of the wavelength, can
be attained by exploiting the coherent nature of SAR systems.
The first differential results were published by Gabriel et al.
in 1989 [11], where changes in some agricultural fields on
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the order of some centimeters over approximately one month
were detected with Seasat L-band data. By comparing the
areas experiencing the detected surface elevation changes with
irrigation records, they concluded that these areas were irrigated
in between the observations, causing a change in the penetration
depth of the electromagnetic waves due to an increase of
soil moisture. Later on, Massonnet et al. [12] detected and
validated in 1993 an earthquake signature using ERS-1 data.
Since these breakthrough results, differential interferometry
techniques have evolved to become more reliable and accurate.
Indeed, DInSAR using a spaceborne platform is already an
established technique. The ideal stable trajectory of a satellite
ensures that the SAR processor will be able to properly focus
the data without introducing undesired artifacts. In addition,
the fact that a large stack of images is available has been of
great help to develop several advanced DInSAR (ADInSAR)
techniques [1]–[6]. However, the airborne data processing rep-
resents a further challenge, since it is subject to the limitations
imposed by motion compensation (MoCo). The fact that the
platform is not following an ideally rectilinear trajectory causes
several errors that must be compensated for achieving the
accuracy required for DInSAR.
However, the advantages an airborne platform can offer are
quite appealing: flexibility in the sense of spatial resolution,
used wavelength, and data acquisition (short revisit time). For
example, the radar frequency plays an important role regarding
temporal coherence and ground penetration, since lower fre-
quency bands (L, P) tend to have a better long-term coherence
and higher ground penetration than higher frequency bands.
This required flexibility is provided by several airborne sys-
tems, given that they can operate at different frequency bands
[13]–[16]. In addition, the flexibility of the data acquisition is a
major asset, since the aircraft can be used to acquire the images
with the desired time intervals and geometries, without having
to wait, as it happens in the orbital case, for the satellite to
illuminate the same area with a similar look angle.
There are mainly two limitations in airborne repeat-pass
interferometry. The first limitation, addressed in Section II-A,
is the fact that a constant reference height for the whole image
must be assumed during MoCo if fast Fourier-based processors
are to be used. However, several efficient algorithms have been
recently developed that precisely take into account topography
[17]–[19]. The second, and most important, limitation is the
presence of residual motion errors (RMEs), i.e., inaccuracies
0196-2892/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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in the measurements of the real antenna position on the order
of 1–5 cm. Several algorithms have been developed to estimate
and correct RME, either the baseline error in an interferometric
pair [20]–[23] or the individual error in an image [24], [25].
Section II-C addresses this topic.
Up to now, just a few publications related to airborne differ-
ential interferometry exist. In 1993, Gray and Farris-Manning
[26] were able to measure the movement of a corner reflector
with a precision on the order of some millimeters but measuring
with respect to the field surrounding the corner. It was not
until ten years later that the first airborne differential SAR
interferogram of a large area was presented by Reigber and
Scheiber [27], using a classical three-image DInSAR approach
[28]. They measured some displacements in agricultural fields
that might be related to the penetration depth of electromagnetic
waves due to a different soil moisture and also obtained indica-
tion of water-level change in a swamp area. In 2004, de Macedo
and Scheiber [29] presented some controlled experiments with
three corner reflectors measured at both L- and C-band. In this
case, relative and absolute measurements were shown, where
the latter had an accuracy that was better than 1 cm. In 2004,
Groot [30] reported the deformation of a dike after calibrating
using the phase of several corner reflectors deployed in the
scene. In addition, in 2004, Fornaro et al. [31] presented an
X-band differential interferogram, where the images had been
acquired with a temporal baseline of only a few minutes, so
that no displacements were expected. In 2005, de Macedo et al.
presented some preliminary results of a landslide [32]. Re-
cently, Perna et al. [33] presented differential interferograms
at X-band where the displacement of a corner reflector is
retrieved.
This paper aims to describe, for the first time, the com-
plete methodology and algorithms for processing a stack of
images acquired by an airborne platform in order to retrieve
the temporal evolution of the deformation in the observed
scene. The processing chain to focus the data is described in
Section II-E, where a detailed description is given in order to
deal with the commented limitations. Section III starts revis-
iting the ADInSAR algorithm proposed by Berardino et al.
[4], which has been used to obtain the deformation maps. In
addition, the modifications needed in the ADInSAR processing
to consider RME are expounded. Finally, Section IV presents
results with data acquired by the Experimental SAR (E-SAR)
system of the German Aerospace Center (DLR). Data were
acquired the same day for 2.5 h. However, results show de-
formation in several agricultural fields, probably due to a
change in soil moisture. The motion of one corner reflector
that was moved intentionally during the experiment is also
retrieved.
II. MOTION COMPENSATION
The real challenge in airborne repeat-pass InSAR processing,
and particularly in DInSAR, is the accuracy of the MoCo. To
reach millimeter accuracy at L-band, the phase accuracy must
be better than 3◦. This implies that a very accurate MoCo
scheme must be used to properly deal with the nonlinear tra-
jectory of the platform. Hence, one must consider the following
two important limitations: the unknown topography in the scene
under observation and the existence of RME.
Section II-A introduces several algorithms. The so-called
extended chirp scaling (ECS) algorithm with integrated MoCo
[34] is used for the efficient focusing of the raw data. However,
in order to properly focus airborne SAR data, MoCo must
consider topographic variations, as well as the dependence of
the correction with the azimuth angle. Hence, there is a need
for Topography- and Aperture-Dependent (TAD) MoCo algo-
rithms. Three of such efficient algorithms are commented: the
Sub-Aperture Topography- and Aperture-dependent (SATA) al-
gorithm [17], the Precise Topography- and Aperture-dependent
(PTA) algorithm [18], and the Frequency Division (FD) algo-
rithm [19].
Concerning the algorithms to estimate RMEs, Section II-C
comments several approaches. Four of them [20]–[23] are based
on the spectral diversity or split-spectrum technique [35] ap-
plied in the azimuthal dimension. In this way, RMEs are
estimated based on the azimuth coregistration offsets between
two looks of an interferometric pair. In particular, the multi-
squint technique [23] uses several looks instead of only two as
compared with the other approaches, resulting in an enhanced
performance. Phase tracking of isolated or pointlike scatters
techniques [24], [25] are an alternative to interferometric ap-
proaches, but they need a sufficient number of such targets to
obtain reliable estimations.
A. TAD Motion Compensation
In order to properly focus a SAR image, the SAR processor
performs a cross correlation with a 2-D reference function [36]–
[38]. Under ideal conditions, i.e., when the platform follows a
linear trajectory with a constant velocity, efficient processing
considering the inherent space-variant effects of SAR imaging
can be carried out in the spectral domain [34], [39]–[41]. Such
conditions are met in a spaceborne scenario but not in an
airborne one. The movement of the platform due to atmospheric
turbulence introduces motion errors in the received raw data. If
this movement is not considered, the final focused image will
be severely degraded [42]–[44].
In order to take into account the motion of the platform,
each target should be focused with a different 2-D reference
function, increasing in this way the computation burden. As-
suming that the motion of the aircraft has been recorded,
commonly through differential global positioning (GPS) and
inertial navigation systems [45], a MoCo approach within an
efficient SAR processor is usually carried out [34], [44]. The
main challenge is that the needed correction depends on the
relative 3-D position between the target (topography) and the
platform at every time instant (aperture), i.e., the phase history
of the target and the location of the target information in the
raw data are no longer hyperbolic. Therefore, exact focusing
will be achieved, provided that the height of the target is known.
This problem, coupled with the fact that the processing is space
variant, has given raise to several TAD algorithms: SATA [17],
PTA [18], and FD [19]. These algorithms rely on the two-
step MoCo integrated in the ECS algorithm [34]. In this way,
the two-step MoCo partially considers the space variance of
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the impulse response, allowing accurate range cell migration
correction. TAD algorithms deal with the remaining space-
variant effects due to the topography and aperture by means
of an azimuth block-processing approach, so that an accurately
focused image can be obtained.
The image quality can be degraded if no TAD algorithm
is used. The amount of degradation depends mainly on the
topographic variations within the scene and the magnitude of
the platform deviations [18]. The main effects are phase errors
and the azimuth shift of the impulse response function (IRF).
For large topographic variations and/or large track deviations,
defocusing can also occur. Hence, these effects are just the
result of constant, linear, and quadratic errors in the phase
history of the target. Such errors will also result in a degraded
interferogram, above all, in repeat-pass interferometric systems,
where track deviations are not correlated. Therefore, in order
to minimize phase and azimuth coregistration errors, a TAD
algorithm should be used. These algorithms use an external
digital elevation model (DEM), which must be back-geocoded
to the slant range geometry, in order to properly consider the
topography. The larger the error in the DEM, the larger the in-
troduced phase and image distortions. In addition, the accuracy
of each TAD algorithm should be considered (a comparison is
presented in [46]). The selected algorithm to process the data of
Section IV is SATA [17], since the external DEM used during
MoCo has a low spatial resolution as compared to the azimuthal
spatial resolution accommodation of SATA.
B. Interferometric Phase Content
An important key point is the information content of an
interferogram after processing master and slave images with a
TAD algorithm. The fact that MoCo is carried out using the
external DEM implies that this information is introduced in the
interferometric phase. However, interest lies in the unknown
information, e.g., DEM errors or deformation. Consequently,
the first step is to remove the information of the external DEM.
This is carried out by subtracting the synthetic phase, which
is computed using the external DEM and the reference tracks,
from the generated interferogram. The remaining phase, called
residual phase, contains the DEM error plus other contributions
like deformation, atmospheric artifacts, and noise. It can be
shown that the contribution of the DEM error to the synthetic
phase is proportional to the real track deviations, so that, in the
absence of the other contributions, the residual phase can be
expressed as [46], [47]
φresidual(x, r) ≈ krealz (x, r)herr(x, r) (1)
with
krealz (x, r) = −
4π
λ
Breal⊥ (x, r)
r sin θ(r)
(2)
where Breal⊥ is the real perpendicular baseline, λ is the used
wavelength, r is the range distance, x is the azimuth distance,
and θ is the off-nadir look angle. Therefore, the subtraction
of the synthetic phase is needed in order to remove the in-
formation introduced during MoCo. Otherwise, the content of
the interferometric phase would be a mix between the external
DEM, which is sensitive to the reference baseline (reference
tracks), and the unknown topography, which is sensitive to
the real baseline (real tracks). Equation (1) is important in
differential interferometry, since it allows one to relate the
residual phase linearly with the DEM error. Although it is a
first-order approximation, it is quite accurate, as the DEM error
is usually small. Note also that the larger the baseline gets
with respect to the platform deviations, the more similar are
the reference and real baselines.
C. Residual Motion Errors
The absolute positioning accuracy of current navigation sys-
tems using intertial navigation systems and differential GPS
is about 1–5 cm. Therefore, the navigation data used during
MoCo can have RMEs, resulting mainly in phase errors and
azimuth impulse response shifts. Although such errors will not
degrade significantly the high azimuthal resolution capability,
some applications, like repeat-pass interferometry, differential
interferometry, or very high resolution processing [24], can
be strongly limited by them. Consequently, some procedure is
needed to estimate the remaining trajectory deviations. Several
algorithms have been proposed in the literature [20]–[25] of
which the multisquint technique [23] has been used to estimate
RME in the results of Section IV. This particular approach is
based on the estimation of the azimuth coregistration offsets
between multiple looks of an interferometric pair [35]. The
coregistration offsets are related to the derivative of RME, so
that after a proper scaling and integration, the time-varying
baseline error can be retrieved. The estimated baseline error can
be used to update the tracks of the slave image to reprocess it, so
that afterward, both master and slave images will have the same
RME of the master image, hence, canceling out after inter-
ferogram generation. The defocusing induced by the unknown
RME of the master image can be neglected in interferometric
applications.
In the case of having a stack of several images, different
interferograms can be formed with the possibility of different
images being master. In such a case, a first possibility is to
select one of the images as master (from now on called I0)
so that the baseline error estimation using multisquint can
be carried out with every interferogram formed between I0
and each of the remaining images (slaves). Afterward, the
slave tracks are updated with the estimates, ensuring that any
combination between any image pair will result as RME-free,
as all of them will have the same RME as image I0. A second
possibility is to estimate the baseline error of each individual
interferogram, but this implies the reprocessing of each pair for
every interferogram, resulting in an increase of the computation
burden. Both approaches have been tested resulting in similar
results [48]. The results of Section IV have been processed
using the former approach, as expounded in Section II-E.
Other approaches to estimate RME are possible. In partic-
ular, the estimation of the individual RME using autofocus
techniques by phase tracking of isolated or pointlike scatterers
[24], [25] can be particularly attractive, above all considering
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Fig. 1. Simplified sketch of MoCo geometry. herr is the DEM error, ∆rm is
the LOS motion error, d and αm are the distance and the tilt angle, respectively,
between real and reference positions, ∆y is the horizontal displacement, ∆z is
the vertical displacement, and H the platform height above ground assumed
during MoCo.
the potential coupling between the unknown topography and
RME, as commented next.
D. Coupling Between Unknown Topography and RME
Up to now, the two main limitations, i.e., the unknown
topography during MoCo and the estimation of RME (or base-
line error), have been tackled separately. However, a coupling
between them exists due to the fact that both have similar
effects in the retrieved interferogram, mainly phase errors and
azimuth coregistration offsets. This can become a problem if
time-varying baseline error estimation techniques based on the
estimation of coregistration offsets are used, as it is the case
in the presented results. Therefore, it should be expected to
retrieve a biased baseline error.
An analytical approach to analyze the problem is possible.
Given the geometry of Fig. 1, the correction in line-of-sight
(LOS) can be approximated by [44]
∆rm ≈ −d(t) sin (θ − αm(t)) (3)
where αm(t) is the tilt angle between real and refer-
ence positions, θ is the off-nadir look angle, and d(t) =√
∆2y(t) + ∆2z(t), where ∆y(t) is the horizontal deviation and
∆z(t) is the vertical one. In order to retrieve the error as a
function of the DEM error herr, a first-order approximation
leads to
∆rm,herr(t) = −
d(t) cos (θ − αm(t))
r sin θ
herr = − d⊥(t)
r sin θ
herr.
(4)
A constant value of d⊥ induces a phase offset through the
phase history of the target, which, when combined with the
slave image, results in (1), i.e., it results in the measurement
of the unknown topography from the real antenna positions.
However, a linear variation of d⊥ through the synthetic aperture
introduces an undesired azimuth shift of the impulse response.
Fig. 2. Induced azimuth shift in the IRF for different total linear horizontal
displacements along the synthetic aperture due to unknown topography for a
target at midrange.
TABLE I
MAIN SYSTEM AND PROCESSING PARAMETERS
Effectively, a linear phase error introduces the following shift
in the IRF [18]:
∆xshift = −r0
v
∂∆rm
∂t
= −r0
v
∆vm (5)
where r0 is the closest approach distance of the target and v is
the forward velocity of the platform. Fig. 2 shows the azimuth
shift in pixels as a function of the DEM error for three different
total linear horizontal displacements along the synthetic aper-
ture using the system parameters of Table I. Considering the
high sensitivity of multisquint to estimate coregistration errors
[49], the shift due to the unknown topography can reach critical
values that will bias the baseline error estimation. In the case
of multisquint, several spectral diversity phases are computed,
which are aligned to the beam center geometry and added in
order to reduce phase noise [23]. Although this alignment tends
to cancel out the errors induced by the unknown topography,
it cannot be expected that they will be completely removed, as
the aircraft deviations are usually smooth through the synthetic
aperture.
Fig. 3(a) shows the induced shift for a target at midrange all
along the data take for two different acquisitions of the data
of Section IV. A height error of 5 m has been assumed in both
cases. The analysis has been carried out by fitting a line through
∆rm(t) along the synthetic aperture length to retrieve ∆vm.
Instead of considering a bandwidth of 100 Hz to compute the
synthetic aperture length, a value of only 30 Hz has been used,
as this is the used bandwidth of the looks during multisquint in
the results of Section IV. The dashed line in Fig. 3 corresponds
to a track with small deviations (∆y < 6 m), while the solid
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Fig. 3. (a) Induced azimuth shift in the IRF for a target at midrange and
a height error of 5 m and (b) corresponding bias introduced in RME after
integration (the phase error is computed at L-band). Track with (solid line) large
and (dashed line) small deviations.
one corresponds to a track with large deviations (∆y > 15 m).
The integration of these offsets given by [21]
biasrme(x, r) =
x∫
0
∆xshift(x′)
r
dx′ + C (6)
leads to an error in the RME estimation biasrme(x, r), which will
result in a bias when using multisquint. Fig. 3(b) shows this
RME error for the same two track deviations as before. For the
large track deviation, the induced error is almost ±2 cm, hence,
limiting the potential accuracy of airborne interferometry. The
standard deviation of the shift of the IRF for all tracks of
the data processed in Section IV is 0.06 pixels at midrange,
assuming a height error of 5 m.
Concluding, the estimated baseline error might be biased
when using multisquint, since the unknown topography can
lead to an undesired shift of the IRF. Therefore, some proce-
dure is needed to remove the remaining baseline error. In the
presented case, this is done during the ADInSAR processing,
as commented in Section III-B.
E. Implemented SAR Processing Chain
The processing chain used to focus the data shown in
Section IV is shown in Fig. 4. The selected algorithms are
ECS [34] to focus the raw data, SATA [17] to accommodate
the topography and the aperture during MoCo, and multisquint
[23] to estimate the time-varying baseline error.
In this case, the idea is to generate M interferograms from
a set of N acquisitions. Instead of generating M0 = N − 1
Fig. 4. Block diagram of the used processing chain. ECS stands for extended
chirp scaling algorithm, while SATA stands for subaperture topography- and
aperture-dependent MoCo algorithm.
interferograms, i.e., all slaves with respect to a master image I0,
several interferograms can be generated as carried out in several
ADInSAR applications [4], [5]; for example, by selecting small
baselines to maximize the coherence, so that M is usually
greater than M0. The differential processor will later on retrieve
the deformation for each individual acquisition. Hence, the first
step is to compute the reference tracks using the navigation
data. By finding the best fit to all acquisition tracks, it is
ensured that the reference tracks will be parallel and with the
same azimuth image spacing [50], something that will ease
the forthcoming interferometric steps. With the reference tracks
and an external DEM, it is then possible to compute three
different products in the slant range plane: the topographic
height for the N images, M0 coregistration error maps in range
for each slave image with respect to the master image I0, and
M synthetic phases (for each interferogram) in the geometry of
the master image I0. Once the SAR focusing is carried out for
each image using ECS and SATA, multisquint and the model-
based integration proposed in [23] are used to estimate the
baseline error for the first M0 interferograms. Several iterations
are performed with multisquint to improve the estimation. After
the last iteration, constant and linear terms of the baseline
error, which cannot be estimated by means of multisquint, are
estimated using the external DEM, as also described in [23].
Note that, in order to carry out the multisquint estimation, it is
first necessary to coregister the images in the range dimension,
and also, the spectrum filtering can be applied if necessary.
After multisquint, the slave images are processed again after
updating their tracks with the full estimation of the baseline
error. At this point, all the images have the RME of image I0.
Consequently, any combination between them will result in an
RME-free interferogram, but note that, as already commented,
a remaining baseline error might be present due to the coupling
between the unknown topography and RME (see Section II-D).
It should be noted that the estimation of the baseline error
for each of the M interferograms might be of interest when
the temporal baseline or the geometric decorrelation increase
with respect to image I0. Doing so will yield a significant
increase in the computation burden, but results will be more
accurate in such scenarios. In the results to be presented, all
images were acquired in the same day with a maximum baseline
of 120 m with respect to the master image I0, so that the
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temporal coherence degradation is negligible, and spectrum
filtering approaches solve the problem of spectral decorrelation.
The interferometric processor carries out the typical steps:
range interpolation, spectrum filtering, interferogram genera-
tion, coherence estimation, phase unwrapping, and absolute
calibration using a corner reflector. In this case, the external
DEM has been used in some of these steps as follows.
1) Range coregistration: With the knowledge of the DEM
and the master and slave reference tracks, it is possible to
compute the coregistration offsets in range. Taking into
account that the reference tracks are computed to be par-
allel, the images will be aligned in azimuth, implying that
the time-consuming task of estimating the coregistration
offsets is avoided.
2) Spectrum filtering: As expounded in [51], an efficient
spectrum filtering can be carried out with the knowledge
of the topography. By subtracting the synthetic phase
computed with the DEM to the master and slave images,
the spectrum is basebanded, easing, in this way, the
filtering of the common part with a simple low-pass filter.
3) Coherence estimation: The bias introduced in the coher-
ence due to the topographic phase can be reduced by
subtracting again the synthetic phase to one of the images
prior to coherence computation.
4) Phase unwrapping: The reduction of fringes using the
synthetic phase is a standard procedure whenever a DEM
is available. However, in the described scheme, the sub-
traction of the synthetic phase is mandatory, as the valu-
able interferometric information is stored in the residual
phase.
Once the interferometric processing of all M interferograms
is finished, the data are prepared to be processed by the
ADInSAR processor.
III. ADVANCED AIRBORNE DInSAR
There are several techniques to retrieve the temporal evo-
lution of the deformation in a stack of images [1]–[6]. The
differential technique presented by Berardino et al. [4] has been
selected to process the data of Section IV. In the following,
this technique is briefly described for completeness, while the
modifications in order to deal with airborne data are detailed in
Section III-B.
A. Small Baseline Technique (SBAS)
The SBAS [4] is based on the use of small baseline inter-
ferometric pairs to maximize the number of coherent points.
This technique is well suited to DInSAR when not only perma-
nent scatterers are being analyzed but also distributed targets
with enough coherence between the acquisitions. Therefore, a
multilook is generally carried out to the interferograms, with
a size equal to the coherence estimation window. Note that
high-resolution results can be obtained with additional steps,
as detailed in [6].
Prior to starting the algorithm, it is assumed that the residual
phases (from now on, called differential phases, as the external
DEM has been subtracted) have been unwrapped and calibrated
Fig. 5. Block diagram of the implemented ADInSAR algorithm. SVD stands
for singular-value decomposition, LS for least squares (estimation), and LP and
HP for low- and high-pass (filtering), respectively.
with respect to one pixel whose deformation is known (usually,
a highly coherent pixel without deformation). This allows one
to make a pixel-by-pixel temporal analysis. The block diagram
of the implemented algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.
Let
φT = [φ(t1), . . . , φ(tN−1)] (7)
be the vector of the N − 1 unknown phase values associated
with the deformation of the considered pixel and
φTdiﬀ = [φdiﬀ,1, . . . , φdiﬀ,M ] (8)
be the vector of the M known values of the computed differen-
tial interferograms. Two index vectors are defined
IE = [IE1, . . . , IEM ]
IS = [IS1, . . . , ISM ] (9)
which correspond to the acquisition time indexes associated
with the image pairs used for the interferogram generation. It
is also assumed that the master (IE) and slave (IS) images are
chronologically ordered, i.e., ISj > IEj , ∀j = 1, . . . ,M .1 This
results in
φdiﬀ,j = φ(tIEj )− φ(tISj ) ∀j = 1, . . . ,M. (10)
Given two SAR images with acquisition times tA and tB (tA <
tB), the differential phase after subtracting the external DEM is
given by
φdiﬀ,j =φ(tA, x, r)− φ(tB , x, r)
≈ 4π
λ
· [dlos(tA, x, r)− dlos(tB , x, r)] + krealz · herr
+ φerr(tA, x, r)− φerr(tB , x, r) + ∆nj
∀j = 1, . . . ,M (11)
1Note that, in the original reference [4], they consider the opposite, i.e.,
IEj > ISj , ∀j = 1, . . . ,M .
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where dlos(·) represents the displacement in LOS at every
time instant. Note that the real tracks are used to compute
krealz , as commented in Section II-B. The herr term accounts
for possible phase artifacts due to an error in the external
DEM. The third term in (11), represented by φerr(tA, x, r)−
φerr(tB , x, r), accounts for possible RMEs, which might have
not been properly estimated and corrected, and for atmospheric
artifacts (atmospheric phase component). Finally, the term ∆nj
represents the phase noise due to all sources of decorrelation.
The major difficulty in differential interferometry lies in the
unwrapping of the differential phases. Even if an external DEM
is used to remove the topographic component, errors in this
DEM, atmospheric artifacts, RMEs, or even the displacement
to estimate itself, can result in a wrapped differential phase.
The unwrapping operation is performed to each differential
interferogram, but only the pixels that have a mean coherence
higher than a certain threshold are used. Usually, in differential
applications, a sparse grid has to be unwrapped. Berardino et al.
[4] propose to use the approach presented in [52] to carry out
this phase unwrapping. Since the data presented in Section IV
were acquired in only one day and are very coherent, the con-
ventional region-growing algorithm with weighted least mean
squares has been used [53].
After phase unwrapping, the linear component of the de-
formation and any possible DEM error are estimated via a
least squares (LS) solution. Therefore, the following system of
equations can be formed for each pixel:
Ap = φdiﬀ (12)
with
A =


4π
λ ∆t1 k
real
z,1
.
.
.
.
.
.
4π
λ ∆tM k
real
z,M

 ∆tj = tISj − tIEj∀j = 1, . . . ,M (13)
p =
[
ν
herr
]
(14)
φdiﬀ =


φdiﬀ,1
.
.
.
φdiﬀ,M

 (15)
where ν is the mean deformation velocity. The LS solution is
given by
p = (ATA)−1ATφdiﬀ . (16)
Once the DEM error herr and the mean deformation velocity
ν have been estimated, the DEM error is subtracted to each of
the differential interferograms modulo 2π, leading to a fringe-
rate reduction of the differential phase. All differential interfer-
ograms might be unwrapped again, but in the presented case,
this second phase-unwrapping step has been omitted, given the
good coherence of the whole data set. Indeed, in [4], both the
DEM error and the mean deformation velocity are subtracted,
so that the differential interferograms are unwrapped again, and
after phase unwrapping, ν is added. The next step is to find
the deformation for each image φ, which is solved via singular
value decomposition (SVD). As recommended in [4], the mean
phase velocity between time-adjacent acquisitions is used in the
SVD, instead of the individual phases. A final integration step
yields the desired solution φ(ti).
The problem with spaceborne data is that the esti-
mated displacements are affected by atmospheric artifacts.
Berardino et al. [4] propose to perform a filtering operation
to the estimated φ(ti), which is derived from the permanent
scatterers approach [1], [2]. It is based on the fact that the
atmospheric signal phase component is characterized by a
high spatial correlation but exhibits a significantly low tempo-
ral correlation. Accordingly, the undesired atmospheric phase
component can be estimated after the SVD as follows. First, the
low-pass component of the deformation signal already esti-
mated via (16) is removed. Afterward, the atmospheric phase
component is detected as the result of the cascade of a low-
pass filtering step, performed in the 2-D spatial domain (i.e.,
azimuth and range), and a high-pass (HP) filtering operation
with respect to the time variable. Once the atmospheric phase
component has been evaluated, it is finally subtracted from the
estimated phase signal.
However, in the airborne case, one has to further deal with
the presence of RMEs, which might have not been properly
estimated. In the next section, a modified filtering approach to
remove them is proposed.
B. Modiﬁcations in the Airborne Case
Besides using the real baseline instead of the reference one,
the main difference arises due to the existence of RMEs. The
fact that RMEs might have not been properly estimated and
corrected (as noted in Section II-D) implies that some kind of
filtering should be carried out to remove them from the differ-
ential interferograms. Furthermore, the atmospheric component
should not be neglected, even at L-band [3].
This filtering can be carried out at the same point as when the
atmosphere is estimated in the spaceborne case, i.e., after the
SVD estimation and having subtracted the previously estimated
mean deformation velocity. In theory, only the nonlinear defor-
mation should remain, but the presence of baseline errors and
atmospheric artifacts must be considered. Their contribution
can be described as
φerr(ti, x, r) =
4π
λ
rme +
4π
λ
atm
=
4π
λ
· (y(x) sin θ(r)− z(x) cos θ(r))
+
4π
λ
10−6 ·
H∫
0
N(x, r, h)
cos θ(r)
dh (17)
where the baseline error rme is just the projection in LOS of the
individual unknown horizontal y and vertical z displacements
and N is the scaled-up refractivity equal to N = (n− 1) · 106,
where n is the refractive index of the medium. Note that the
slant atmospheric delay is inversely proportional to the cosine
of the look angle [3] and has a high spatial correlation. An
important approximation in (17) is that a 0◦ squint angle is
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being assumed. In a squinted geometry, an azimuth phase ramp
would be present, which, depending on the coregistration error
due to the unknown topography, could introduce important
phase errors [35]. However, the E-SAR system has a large
azimuth beamwidth at L-band (∼18◦), so that a 0◦ processing
squint angle can be selected without a significant loss in the
signal-to-noise ratio. A further approximation is the assumption
that the nonlinear deformation is small enough not to bias the
refined estimation of the baseline error. Finally, it should be
stressed again that the error contribution of baseline errors and
atmosphere in each of the N − 1 images of the deformation
sequence is a differential error between the corresponding slave
image and master image I0.
A possible approach to estimate the two contributions would
be to first estimate the baseline error from each image of
the deformation sequence using an LS-estimation approach,
subtract them from the data, and then filter the atmospheric
component by means of a large low-pass filter. Therefore, an LS
estimation is performed for every azimuth position x to obtain
the remaining baseline error using all Nr samples in range.
Using the same model as in [23] yields
yz = (ATA)−1Aδφ (18)
with
A =


sin θ1 − cos θ1
.
.
.
.
.
.
sin θNr − cos θNr

 (19)
yz =
[
y
z
]
(20)
δφ =
λ
4π
[δφ1, . . . , δφNr ] (21)
where δφ corresponds to the phase values at a given azimuth
position of an entire range line and θ1, . . . , θNr correspond
to the off-nadir look angle at every range bin. δφ contains
the projection in LOS of the baseline error, together with the
atmospheric component, the nonlinear motion of the defor-
mation, and noise. Therefore, the LS estimation obtains the
individual components y and z of the remaining baseline
error. Since all pixels are assumed to have an acceptable co-
herence level, no weighting is applied in the LS estimation.
After subtracting the remaining baseline error to the differential
interferogram, a large low-pass filtering can be carried out. In
the airborne geometry, the look angle changes considerably
along the scene (ca. 25◦–55◦). Therefore, in order to consider
the look-angle dependence, data should be first multiplied
by cos θ(r). Now, the large low-pass filter can be applied to
the image to retrieve the atmospheric component. Finally, the
estimated atmospheric component is subtracted from the data
after dividing it by cos θ(r). After the correction of baseline
errors and atmosphere, a further HP filtering in time reduces
the influence of these two effects, which are subtracted from
the deformation series in the last step of the algorithm.
The estimation of the DEM error herr and the mean velocity
ν via LS estimation performs better, the larger the number
of independent acquisitions. Since in the presented case only
Fig. 6. Baseline distribution for the selected interferograms.
N = 14 independent acquisitions are available, the estimated
herr and ν might be biased. If this biased ν is subtracted
before the refined estimation of the baseline error (as shown
in Fig. 5), then the refinement will not perform accurately.
Therefore, in a first iteration, ν should not be subtracted before
the LS estimation. Once the refinement has been performed, a
second iteration can be carried out, but, this time, correcting the
M interferograms with the refined estimates. The atmospheric
component might be also considered here, although, in the
presented results, only the baseline error has been taken into
account. The improvement in the results with the second iter-
ation is significant, as shown in next the section. Obviously,
here, it is assumed that the deformation will not bias this refined
estimation in the first iteration, something that is valid as long
as the deformation is located in a small area in range and is not
much larger than the baseline error.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A total of 14 images were acquired at L-band by the E-SAR
system of DLR during a time span of 2.5 h (from 11 A.M.
until 1:24 P.M. with ∼11 min between each acquisition) in the
test site of Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. The data acquisition
took place on May 11, 1998 in order to carry out the first
tomographic experiment with a SAR system [54]. This same
data set has been used to analyze the performance and limi-
tations of ADInSAR techniques when working with airborne
data. With 14 images, up to 91 interferograms can be formed.
However, a maximum baseline of 50 m has been imposed in
order to keep a large number of coherent points without much
spectral filtering (better range resolution), resulting in a total
number of 27 interferograms (see the baseline distribution in
Fig. 6). Nevertheless, larger baselines lead to a similar result,
as reported in [48], where, in that case, 51 interferograms were
generated by imposing a maximum baseline of 90 m. Fig. 7
shows the reflectivity image of the observed scene, while Fig. 8
shows a detail with the location of the 11 corner reflectors.
The multilook applied to the interferograms and the window
for coherence estimation are of 4 pixels × 4 pixels, so that the
image spacing after the multilook is about 6 m × 6 m. Those
pixels having a coherence larger than 0.8 in at least 50% of
the interferograms have been selected. In addition, the mask
generated by the region-growing algorithm for each interfero-
gram has been used to discard pixels not properly unwrapped.
Fig. 9(a) shows the mean coherence of all 27 interferograms,
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Fig. 7. Reflectivity image of the observed scene. Scene dimensions: 7× 2 km
(azimuth × range). Image resolution: 1.3 × 1.9 m.
Fig. 8. Detail of the reflectivity image showing the location of the 11 corner
reflectors.
while Fig. 9(b) and (c) shows the two different DEMs used
during MoCo. The reason to use two different DEMs is to
validate the proposed processing chain, so that the retrieved de-
formation maps are the same independently of the used DEM.
The first DEM [a digital terrain model (DTM)] is provided
by MagicMaps GmbH as a commercial product and has a
nominal resolution of 50 × 50 m (http://www.magicmaps.de/).
The second is a C-band Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM) DEM with a nominal resolution of 90 × 90 m
(http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/). It will be shown that, except
for the DEM error, the estimated deformation and baseline
errors are basically the same.
After subtracting the external DEM to each interferogram,
the differential interferograms have been unwrapped and cal-
ibrated using corner reflector #6 (see Fig. 8). Once the LS
estimation is applied to each selected pixel, the DEM er-
ror and the mean deformation velocity maps are obtained.
Fig. 10(a) and (b) shows the DEM error for the two DEMs,
where it can be noted that the height of some buildings has
been properly retrieved, as one of the interferograms with a
smaller baseline supported the phase unwrapping of the others.
Fig. 10(c) shows the refined DEM after adding the error to
the original DEM. The output for both refined DEMs is the
same, with a standard deviation in the height difference of only
12 cm after subtracting an azimuth and a range linear compo-
nent. The linear component in range was the larger one, with a
Fig. 9. (a) Mean coherence for all 27 interferograms, and DEMs from
(b) MagicMaps and (c) SRTM used during the processing. Note that (b) is
indeed a DTM, while (c) includes the height of the vegetation.
Fig. 10. Retrieved DEM error derived from the DEM provided by (a) Mag-
icMaps GmbH and (b) SRTM and (c) refined DEM. Masked values in black.
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Fig. 11. Retrieved (a) mean deformation velocity in LOS with overlayed
reflectivity and (b) mean deformation velocity in LOS after a second iteration
using the refined correction of the baseline error.
variation in range of about ±1 m. In addition, a mean offset of
0.28 m was present. These linear and constant components
come from the difference in the original DEMs. Indeed, con-
stant and linear terms of the baseline error are estimated using
the external DEM, so that their accuracy depends mainly on the
accuracy of the external DEM. In order to test this hypothesis,
the data processed with the SRTM DEM were reprocessed with
the ADInSAR processor but using the constant and linear terms
of the baseline error estimated with the MagicMaps DEM. As
expected, linear trends disappeared, and only a mean offset of
9 cm remained, being the standard deviation between both
refined DEMs of 10 cm.
A third approach was carried out by applying MoCo, assum-
ing a constant reference height for the whole image, i.e., no
topography accommodation was applied during the focusing.
Since the scene under study has very low topography, the
focused images were not noticeably degraded. In this case,
constant and linear terms of the baseline error obtained with
MagicMaps DEM were used. The standard deviation in the
difference between the refined DEM, as compared to when the
processing is carried out with MagicMaps DEM, is 0.62 m,
with a mean of 0.13 m. It should be noted that, although in the
presented scenario not considering the topography results in a
fairly good estimation, in scenes with more topography, a TAD
algorithm becomes mandatory to reduce the coupling between
the unknown topography and RMEs and to improve the quality
of the interferogram.
Fig. 11(a) shows the mean deformation velocity map in LOS.
In order to improve the estimation of the mean deformation
map and the DEM error, a second iteration with the ADInSAR
processor was carried out. In this second case, the refined
estimation of the baseline error after the SVD was used as
commented in Section III-B. The refined result of the mean
deformation velocity is shown in Fig. 11(b).
Concerning the deformation results, some motion is mea-
sured in corner reflector #11, which was indeed moved in-
tentionally during the data take. The second mobile corner
Fig. 12. (Solid thick line) Temperature and (solid thin line) humidity mea-
sured by the meteorological station located inside DLR facilities at Oberp-
faffenhofen the day of the data take. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
beginning and the end of the data take.
reflector (#10) also shows some movement, although it was
not moved during the experiment. Unexpectedly, several geo-
metrical shapes are observed all around the image, and they
do not seem to be a processing artifact. In fact, it can be
noted how these shapes correlate well with the shapes of the
agricultural fields. Hence, some deformation is indeed being
observed. Some fields show a raise and others a downfall of
the phase center. The most plausible explanation for these
effects is that the soil moisture content changed, similarly as
reported in [11], [27], and [55]. In the case of a raise of the
phase center, the soil moisture might have increased during the
experiment due to dew, reducing, in this way, the penetration
depth of the electromagnetic waves, or maybe due to a raise
of the vegetation itself (note that irrigation is not usual in
the area under study). On the other hand, the downfall of the
phase center in some fields might occur due to evaporation
of water, reducing the soil moisture and, hence, increasing the
penetration depth. Fig. 12 shows the temperature and humidity
measured by the meteorological station located inside DLR
facilities at Oberpfaffenhofen the day of the data take. The
temperature raised from 22.1 ◦C at 11 A.M. to 25.6 ◦C at
1:24 P.M., while the humidity reduced from 59.6% to 45.4%.
After subtracting the DEM error herr, the SVD approach
is applied to obtain the time-sequence deformation of images.
Then, the filtering commented in Section III-B is carried out
to estimate the remaining baseline error and the atmosphere.
The estimated atmospheric component is very small in this
particular data set, with a standard deviation of only 0.7 mm
in all images. Fig. 13 shows the refined baseline estimation for
two different tracks and for both DEMs. It can be noted how
the estimations for the two DEMs differ, but the final refined
ones are fairly the same. The main difference is an offset,
which again is due to errors in the original DEMs. The standard
deviation in the baseline error difference between processing
with the two DEMs is about 1.1 mm.
Fig. 14(a) shows the deformation evolution for the corner
reflectors. Diamonds correspond to the corners next to the
runway (corners #5–#9), squares to the fixed ones on the left
(corners #1–#4), and stars to the mobile ones (corners #10 and
#11). The mobile corner reflector that shows a larger motion
corresponds to the one moved intentionally during the experi-
ment (corner #11). No filter in the time domain was applied in
this case to avoid filtering the nonlinear motion of the mobile
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Fig. 13. Estimated baseline error in LOS with (solid line) multisquint, (dotted line) during the ADInSAR processing, and (dashed line) refined baseline error
after adding the previous two. Track with (top) large and (bottom) small deviations. For (a) MagicMaps DEM and (b) SRTM DEM.
Fig. 14. (a) Deformation evolution in LOS for all corner reflectors without
filter in the time domain. The corners are as follows: (squares) corners #1–#4,
(diamonds) corners #5–#9, and (stars) corners #10 and #11. (b) Deformation in
two different fields: (diamonds) upraise and (stars) downfall of the phase center.
Their location is shown in Fig. 16.
corner reflector. Fig. 14(b) shows the deformation evolution of
two pixels located in two different fields. One is showing an
upraise of the phase center, while the second shows a downfall.
Unfortunately, none of these results can be validated, since no
in situ measurements are available.
Fig. 15 shows the deformation at some time instants (note
that the acquisition started at 11 A.M. and finished at 1:24 P.M.),
where the change in phase center of the fields can be clearly ob-
Fig. 15. Three images of the deformation evolution in LOS, with the local
time of each image acquisition on the top-left corner. Acquisition started at
11 A.M. and finished at 1:24 P.M.
served. Fig. 16 shows the estimated mean deformation, where,
again, it can be noted how the detected deformation areas
correlate well with the shape of agricultural fields. The standard
deviation in the difference between the mean displacement
maps obtained when processing with the two different DEMs
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Fig. 16. Estimated mean deformation with overlayed reflectivity (from
11 A.M. to 1:24 P.M.). The white circles indicate the location of the pixels
whose deformation is shown in Fig. 14(b).
is of 0.7 mm, but it reduces to 0.3 mm when using the same
estimation of constant and linear terms of the baseline error.
Finally, note that the magnitude of the measured deforma-
tions is around λ/20. Such good accuracy is possible due to the
short time span between acquisitions, allowing an exceptionally
good coherence between them.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has shown the potential of airborne platforms to
retrieve differential interferometric products, presenting results
for the first time with a large stack of images and ADInSAR
techniques. The processing strategy to focus the data has been
expounded, emphasizing the limitations in airborne systems.
In this sense, RMEs are the main limitation. The multisquint
technique used to estimate the baseline error can lead to a
bias as a consequence of the undesired shift of the IRF due to
errors in the external DEM. Therefore, a solution is proposed
during the ADInSAR processing to estimate the remaining
baseline error. To test the proposed approach, two different
external DEMs have been used for the processing. The retrieved
deformation maps and refined baseline errors are basically the
same, and the minor differences are due to the accuracy of the
original DEMs. The use of an external DEM is necessary in
order to apply accurate MoCo, as well as being of great help in
several steps of the interferometric processing. Furthermore, it
is also used to estimate constant and linear terms of the baseline
error, as described in [23].
Besides the motion detection of a corner reflector that was
moved intentionally, it has been possible to detect some defor-
mation of just a few millimeters in several agricultural fields,
probably due to a change in soil moisture or vegetation vitality
during the data take. The high correlation between the shapes
of the deformation areas and the agricultural fields allows
one to validate the presented results. Unfortunately, no in situ
measurements are available. Ideally, a proper validation of the
proposed techniques should be carried out by performing a
campaign over a more controlled scenario.
Future work will address the use of approaches like [24] and
[25] to estimate RME in each individual image, instead of the
baseline error. In this way, the estimation is not affected by the
shift of the IRF due to the unknown topography during MoCo.
Consequently, the RME in the interferograms will be small,
increasing the reliability of the proposed approach. Finally,
the operational interferometric data processing chain of the
E-SAR system is being expanded to include ADInSAR process-
ing capability.
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